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MILITARY ASPECTS OF EUROPEAN SECURITY 

The issue of disarmament and arms control measures 
has been present in the discussion on European security since 
its beginning in the mid-fifties. This is quite natural, 
especially nowadays, for primarily three reasons: firstly, the 
existence of a very high level of concentration of military 
power along the dividing line of the two blocs reached during 
the Cold War period; secondly, the fact that military alli
ances have become a basic security structure o.s well as o.n 
integral part of the system of international relations in 
Europe; and thirdly, the achieved progress of d~tente by its 
virtue raises the question of compatibility of the existing 
amount of military power with the improved political situa
tion in this region, coupled o.t the same time with some 
concerns about potential risks that the changes in the present 
level of forces and their structure might entail for the sta
bility so far established. 

During the period of gradual improvement of, interna
tional relations in Europe the issue of military restrictions 
has passed through different stages in which both its form 
and contents have varied, its context changed and the empha
sis shifted from one of its aspects to another. Even more 
important is the evolution this issue has undergone from the 
point of view of its role and place in European politics, 
From its initinl role as a subject of diplomatic tactics and 
propaganda moves it has become the matter of serious interna
tional initiatives with o. perspective of piecemeal achieving 
some concrete results. This is primarily true for the present 
phase of European relations, i.e. the early 1970-s. At this 
stage the issue of military security measures has been, in 
operational terms, broken down into three main categories: 
(1) the limitation of strategic weapons (SALT), which falls 
within the exclusive competence of the two superpowers, but 
has a certain impact on European security as well - in the 
first round of negotiations the impact was essentially an 
indirect one, and in the second round it will obviously be 
more direct in character; (2) the reduction of forces - main
ly conventional- (MBFR), which has a direct bearing on all
-European security but it is supposed to be dealt with by the 
two blocs or, probably, by a narrower circle of countries -
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the two superpowers and some of their central European al
lies; (3) other arms control or collateral disarmament meas
ures, designed to be negotiated within an all-European frame
work (Conference on European Security and Cooperation). This 
obviously shows a hierarchical stratification of European 
stctes as to their role in dealing with security matters; in
deed, there is c. certain logic in this division of labor but 
it also has some significant political implications. 

In this paper the discussion of military security 
measures will be confined to only those which fall within 
the second and third above mentioned categories. Nevertheless, 
it is important to bear in mind the whole of the security 
complex. 

I. The Role and Place of Military Mea~ures in the Process 
of Promoting Security and Cooperation in Europe 

1. In order to make a valid assessment of the actual 
role and significance of military security measures for intrc.
European relations it is necessary above all to take an ade
quate approach, This is a commonplace, of course, but it 
should be mentioned here because many discussions of the 
subject fall short of such an o.pproo.ch, Briefly, it mecns 
that this issue cannot be properly studied in isolation from 
other relevant or interrelated issues, nor by using a static 
analytical model. In other words, regional military security 
measures in Europe must be considered in their broader con
text in terms of both the field and level of international 
relations. As to the field this implies first of all politi
cal and then economic components of European development. 
With regard to the level, in studying security situation of 
the region one bas also to take into consideration both glob
al, sub-regional (intra-bloc) and national plane; in addition, 
some contiguous tireo.s (like the Mediterrcnean) ought to be 
tcken into account as well. 

The necessity of tcking o. dynamic - instead of stat
ic - approach is another point to be stressed here, since 
very often the evaluation of possible changes in the military 
security field is done by putting them within the existing 
international context projected into the future. The dynamic· 
approach takes a given state of affairs as a moment in a pro
cess and therefore looks at it from the point of view of both 
the preceding developments which resulted into it and the 
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overnll forthcoming changes which are expected to occur on 
the basis of emerging trend~. 

There has been c.n obvious neglect so for of such 
on npproo.ch to security measures in Europe. 

2, Another point to be mnde here relates to the 
concept of security in our days. It is rather important to 
realize the fact that in approaching the problem of security 
in the contemporary world we still.operate too much with 
some concepts that are logging behind the aetual state of 
affairs. On the one hand, there is n tendency of overst·ress-· · 
ing and treating onesidedly nntiono.l efforts, military 
strength, and the role of the military fnctor in safeguard
ing security interests; on the other, international security 
measures on the international plane tend to be primarily 
seen either in terms of the existing alliances or o.s n col
lective security system of a traditional type. 

In fact, the things have ch=ged more thnn hns our 
way of thinking about them. Namely, nctiono.l security efforts 
are, no doubt, still of basic significance, but joint inter-· 
national efforts on regional nnd global scale o.re o.lso becom
ing more and more o. necessary, complementary component of 
national security. Increasing military strength is no longer 
the only way of. improving national security position, and in 
some cases it has become even meaningless; arms control and 
disarmament measures appear to be also a useful means of 
achieving this aim. Wdlito.ry factor does not play o.s dominant 
role in the field of security o.s it used to do, while the 
role of political factor is growing in importance. In spite 
of the fact that military alliances are probably going to sto.y 
with us for some time now, their significance os security in
struments is gro.dunlly diminishing. And if they ore to be 
replaced with ~omething else it is not likely that it is 
going to be a classic type collective security system, i.e. 
o.n institutionally unified, integral set of security measures 
with the central role given to collective sanctions and mil
itary measures; it is more realistic to see this system (et 
least in the foreseeable future) in a less unified form, os 
a network of a series of interrelated arr=gements on various 
planes, which would be realised in a more functional than 
institutional way, more ~~-fa~!~ than ~~-ju~~· 
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3. ~lilitnry security measures cannot be properly dis
cussed without being put into the context of the security 
system as a whole within which they are supposed to be im
plemented. In this respect, however, there are several pre
liminary questions to be answered: What is actually the 
system that these measures shold be geared to - the exist
ing or a new one? What kind of a new system we are aiming 
at? Could the existing system be neglected if the new one 
is going only gradually to develop? What nre the basic char
acteristics of both of them? 

Let us start with the last question and try to c.n
swer it in a brief, sketchy way. 

The present security system in Europe emerged during 
the cold war confrontation and constitutes an integral part 
of the global system based on strategic-nuclear balance (the 
so called bal=ce of terror). Its basic organisational struc
ture consists of two military alliances which correspond to 
the bi-polar international relations constellation, with the 
key positions of the two nuclear superpowers. 

So far this system has functioned with relative 
success: there has been no war in Europe and the process of 
d~tente scored some significant results. However, it has 
indubitable shortcomings which make it unsntisfactory, not 
only'in the long run, but nlready at the present moment. 

First of all, the very fo.ct thnt this system is 
founded on the risk of self-annihilation is negative by 
itself. 

Secondly, on this basis it, in a given sense, fully 
guarantees the security only to the superpowers. Not even 
their allies nre guaranteed the same degree of security, 
since whether they are to be given protection when threc.t
ened depe~ds on how the superpower in question assesses its 
own interests of security at the given moment; they o.re even 
more vulnerable to the use of force, no mntter on whc.t grounds, 
within the nlliance itself. The crux of the problem of un
equal protection for the other countries and incomplete safe
guarding of pence in this system of security (not only on the 
European but on o. global scale as well) lies in the fact thc.t, 
as one of the basic prerequisites for its functioning, local 
conflicts end wars must be possible within it in the sense 
that they must not be prevented nt the risk of a major, par
ticularly world war, but must only be dealt with by a mech-
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anism of cr~s~s management or arms coritrol. In other words, 
the safeguarding of world :pence is achieved at the .s::tcrifice 
of the independence nnd vital natio=l interests of smoller 
nations. In this system this is of course the sole alter
n:J.tive, but for this very re::tson the system as such is 
unacceptable - :primarily for those who ::tre its :potential. 
victims. 

It should be added here that in such a system smal
ler countries especially those outside the blocs, find tllc.t 
their sole option is a complete mobilization of their na
tional resources for defence in the case of aggression end 
continuous struggle (both conventionnl and guerrilla) so 
long as the aggressor is :present within their national ter
ritory. The greater the ca:pobilities and :preparedness of n 
country in this respect, the less the likelihood thnt it 
will be a victim of an aggressor. One version of such an ap
proach is the Yugoslav concept of general :people's defence. 

Thirdly, this system, by its virtue, engenders in
equality in international relations. Fourthly, being based 
on nuclear-strategic balance in combination with large con
ventional forces, it obsorbs enormous material and human 
resources. And finally, this system strengthens a great deal 
the role of the military factor in international rel::ttions, 
what must hc.ve distorting effects on them. 

It followo from what has been said obove that chang
ing the :present security system in Europe is o. necessity. And 
the chnnge essentially means a system which does not rest on 
bloc-type alliances as its main structural pillars but has, 
instead of bilateral (bipolar), a multilateral :pattern; which 
fully and equally gunrantees security to all countries and 
enables them to :participate in it on equal footing; and which 
:puts an emphasis on the :political (instead of mulitary) com
ponent of security. This further implies that it is not the 
question of improving or adapting the :present security system 
but of transforming it into a substantially new one; the 
transformation is bound to be n long term :process and very 
complex one; this :process constitutes an integral :part of the 
overall :process of transformation of the existing system of 
international relations. 

These considerations inevitably lend to the conclu
sion that military restrictions or arms control measures, 
especially at this stage, are bound to be bivalent in the 
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sense of the need to be geared both to the existing and to 
the new i.e. future security system. They must oe applicable 
now, but in the same time suitable for developing the new 
security system. And more than that, they are expected not 
only to follow positive developments in the international 
political and security system but to promote it as well. 

4. This brings us to the question of interrelation
ships between political relations and security, as well o.s 
between security and military restrictions. Because of a very 
high level of their interdependence the question of priori
ties appear to be a vicious circle. In fact it is not. In 
spite of the fact that these closely interrelated processes 
c::mnot be annlised separately, this is not a "chicken-::md-egg" 
question (i.e. which comes first?). One can actually realize 
o. certain order of priorities (in terms of roles, primarilly) 
and it is the following: promotion of political relationships; 
increase of security; military restrictions (arms control, 
force reductions, disarmament). 

The mo.in point to be stressed here is that in this 
political-military complex the center of gravity lies in the 
political sphere. This has four important connotations. First, 
genuine international security cannot be achie·ved v;i thout n 
substantial change of the present system of international rela
tions. Second, progress in the sphere of political relations 
enables positive steps in the military security field and 
even needs to be accompanied by them in a corresponding wo.y. 
Third, measures of nrms control. end force reductions are not 
only o. function of political relations but, in a specific 
way, their promoting factor o.s well. Finally, .o.s o. conse~ 
quence of the preceding, it is clear that in international 
arrangements political o.nd security issues cannot be divorced 
neither. is this possible in the case of the security system 
and the above-mentioned military measures •. 

The last remark does not pertain to technical or 
procedural matters, of course. It is the question of the 
decision making power in its broader sense, which in practical 
terms finds its expression in the dilemma of whether or not 
to adopt a differential approach o.s to the rights of the 
states concerned to deal with particular security issues. 

5. If the role and place of the military measures in 
the f~eld of international political o.nd security relations 
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stand as it has been suggested above, the next question to 
be raised is whether or not in the present state of affairs 
the conditions are ripe to start gradually introducing these 
measures. An affirmative answer can be given for the follow
ing reasons: 

Progress. in the development of political relations 
in Europe ho.s reached a very high level as compared with 
their lowest level in the cold war time. In the military 
security ·field, however, there has been actually no corre
sponding change (level of forces, arms control); moreover, 
instead of following the process of detente, developments in 
this field have continued to move in the opposite direction 
for quite some time. The discrepancy between the politico.l 
o.nd military field does not seem to be tolerable nny longer, 
especially if the present trend in the former field is to 
continue, 

The interest to do something and the will to act in 
this field h:we already been manifested by practically o.ll 
countries concerned. Despite the fo.ct that in this respect 
they differ very much (motives, objectives, approaches, em
phases), the important thing is this general orientation. 

Finally, the very fact tho.t some initial steps along 
this line ho.ve already been taken (~ffiFR negotiations ere 
scheduled) is very much indicative for the state of condi
tions for an international action in the field of military 
security. 

So, the reel question is ·not whether or not, but 
how. And this "how" relates to all aspects of the process. In 
close connection with this one there is another, no less cam~ 
plex, question of all possible implications of the changes to 
be introduced in the military field (immediate effects being 
of particular concern). 

6. As fo.r o.s the possible positive effects of the 
military security measures are concerned they can be seen in 
v::.rious spheres. 

First of nll in the military sphere itself it is in 
the logic of the matter to consider tho.t o.n essentially lower 
level of forces, o.long with valid arms control measures, mo.ke 
the security in the given area more stable o.nd viable. 

On the political plane potential positive effects of 
these measures are to be seen in making this matter o.n object 
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of political cooperation; in narrowing the room or making the 
conditions more difficult for the policy with reliance on 
force; and in diminishing the role of the military factor in 
international relations. 

Psychological effects are of indubitable importance 
from the confidence building point of view. An indirect 
politico-psychological positive result would also be in reduc
ing the possibilities for the governments to exploit their 
opponents' military measures for propaganda purposes (as an 
excuse for either stepping up 'the pressure at home or increas
ing tensions abroad). 

Economically, a rather substantial reduction of 
forces, for instance, would, no doubt, ease the present bur
den of defence expenditures. 

The points that have been made so far should not be 
interpreted as suggesting a simplified optimistic view in 
favour of military security measures in Europe. Recognition 
of the facts that the process of intruducing these measures 
is bound to take place and that potential benefits for inter
national relations and secur'ity are inherent to it by no 
means imply that this process is going to be an easy, smooth 
or fast one, without ambiguities and risks, undesired side
-effects and difficulties. On the contrary, it is rather 
clear that it will be a very complex and slow development, 
with some unforseeable problems to cope with. 

II. Mu tuo.l and Balanced Force Reduc'tions ( MBFR) 

1. Suggestions for the reduction of military forces 
in Europe appeared as early as in the mid-l9.50s, but it is 
only in the 1970s that this issue became a subject of genu
ine international concern. Even in the late sixties when it 
was launched under the present title of 1\ffiFR at the Reykjavik 
meeting of the NATO council (June 1968), this issue in fact 
still was in the realm of diplomatic tactics (to avoid unilat
eral reductions of American forces in Western Europe and to 
counter the Soviet initiative for a conference on European 
security by a concrete security proposal), and was treated in 
the same vrc.y by the other side - the Vlo.rsc.w Treaty countries 
(to counter the Western initiative for MBFR by accepting it 
in order not to give them an excuse for rejecting the ini
tiative for the Conference). The situation began to change 
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early in 1971 and the final step to include MBFR into the 
East-West agenda was made at the Soviet-American summit meet
ing in :Moscow last May. 

Therefore the question whether MBFR is a likely 
subject for East-West-negotiations has already been answered 
in practice. The questions that still remain to be answered, 
however, are neither few nor less important: What is the 
rational of MBFR i.e. its role and function in the process of 
promoting political relations and security in Europe? What 
are.the real motives and objectives of the countries con
cerned? What might be the contents and structure of these 
measures? How to precede (approaches, ways and means)? What 
forum is going to deal with MBFR and how to secure the rights 
and interests of all European countries? 

2. There is a variety of views expressed about the 
role and function of nrnFR. They range from those which es
sentially deny usefulness and appropriatness of these meas
ures (at_the present moment, at least) to those which point 
out only their potential positive effects. As the time goes 
on the emphasis in gradually.shifting towards positive as
pects of force reductions, without diminishing cautiousness 
or awareness of some uncertainties in approaching this issue. 

A rather widespread view about this point, as ex
pressed, for instance, by Robert Hunter, is that MBFR nego
tiations must be seen "primarily as a politico.l process 
whose essential objective is to shore up what military stabi
lity already exists, at lower cost, while minimizing diffi
c_ul ties that arise in the process. ul) From the point of view 
of the authors of a French article published in "Politique 
Etrangere" (1970) the aim of MBFR would be to stabilize the 
present situation, establish a new military balance at a lower 
cost and preclude in the future any unilateral increase of 
forces. In addition to it they stress that it is not military 
but political o.nd psychological effects of MBFR·that are es
sential.2J Y. Kostko regards the reduction of forces as one 
of the means of achieving military relaxation in Europe, 
while stressing in the same time a close inter-linkage of 

1 Robert Hunter, "Mutual and Bc.lc.nced Force Reductions: The 
Next Step in D~tente?" in International Concilic.tion, No. 
587, March 1972, p. 50. 

2 L:::. r~duction ~quilibr~e des forces et 1 'c.m~nc.gement de le. 
securit~ en Europe do.ns le contexte politique c.ctuel", , 
Politique Etrangere, No. 5, 1970, pp. 499-516. 
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security and disarmament questions. 1 ) In the view of Karl 
Tornstensen the reduction of forces in Europe is supposed to 
lessen the tension, reduce the possibilities of local wars 
and their escalation, ease the East-West negotiations and 
enable new initiatives.2) In the official communiqu~ of 
Tito-Bre~~nev talks in Moscow, June 11, 1972, there was ex~ 
pressed the view that "the reduction of forces and disarma~ 
ment, as well as other measures in this field would consti
tute en essential component in the process of contructing 
European security". 

Referring to what has been. said earlier in this 
paper concerning the role of the military security measures 
in general, it should be pointed out here that the reduction 
of forces, along with other arms control measures, is supposed 
to produce positive effects in the fields of political rela
tions, security and economic development. Whether it will be 
so o.nd to what extent depends very much on the ways the re
ductions will be negotiated and co.rried out. This, however, 
is conditioned by the basic trend in the development of po
litico.l relations in Europe, ns well as on the global plane. 

In discussing the issue of force reductions in 
Europe, Christoph Bertram has rightly adopted the so-called 
J20!i!i~o.l: l:i:!!:k!?::g..§. !?::PJ2rQ_a~h.3) The!'e should, however, be more 
stressed the linkage between this o.pproach o.nd the "_!!!il:i _!ary 
.l!a:!:_a!!:C..§." o.nd "~n~t!U_!!!e:!!:t!?::l_o.:2,P_EO!?::CQ"· In this sense, in fact, 
the meaning of the political linkage approach ought to be 
more elo.boro.ted and broadened. Namely, the crucial point is 
that the political linkage approach "regards militc.ry forces 
as a function of political security in the relationship be
tween East and West" and tho.t "reductions must, therefore, 
be linked to the political process of d~tente", i.e. "de
pendent on the politicc.l progress of East-West relations". 
In addition to this, however, it should be recognized that 
the elements of "the milito.ry bc.lc.nce approc.ch" o.re c.lso 
going to be involved in the process of reductions, on the one 
----------------
1 Y. Kostko, "Rc.vnovesie straha ili obespecenie podlinnoj 

bezopc.snosti", l'l!irovajo. ekonomiko. i mezduno.rodnye otno
senijo., 6/1972, pp. 87-89. 

2 Knrl Tornstensen, "MBFR" (Mutual Balanced Force Reductions), 
Internasjonal politikk, Oslo, No. 2-3, 1971. 

3 Christoph Bertrc.m, "Mutual Force Reductions in Europe: The 
Political Aspects", Adelphi Papers, No. 84, January 1972. 
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hand, and on the other, that the reductions of forces as a 
function of the political process in Eu~ope, ore bound to 
hove a feedback effect on this process os well. In other 
words, without being directly used os on instrument for po
litical change, the force reductions are supposed to serve 
the purpose of promoting political relations in Europe, 
including a substantial change of its present system. 

The fact that the process of force reductions is 
rather complicated and permeated with some potential unde
sirable effects does not warrant a denial of its essentially 
positive role. The resistance to it could not be justified 
either on military-strategic or political grounds. There is 
no magic figure in the present level and structure of forces 
in Europe, which in fact has been reached in o very pragmatic 
wny. On the other hand, this level of forces is by no means 
in harmony with the present state of political affairs in 
Europe and contradicts both the proclaimed political inten
tions and actual trends in the field. 

3. The motives of the states embarking now on ~IDFR 
negotiations ere rather different. One rough generalization 
would be that the superpowers ore primarily interested in · 
economic aspects and other countries in political and secu
rity aspects of the force reductions in Europe. This, however, 
needs to be more elaborated. 

Both superpowers feel their economic burden of mili
tary expenditures too heavy and, therefore, would like to les
sen it; end the opportunity is seen in positive developments 
in Europe. In close connection with this ore ~<o specific 
factors: domestic political pressure in the United States to 
withdraw its forces from abroad and the necessity for the 
Soviet Union to keep its armed forces deployed along two long 
front lines -Asia, in addition to Europe.-Finolly, both of 
them see MBFR negotiations os complementary to SALT (first of 
all in connection with the question of American forward based 
nuclear weapons system and Soviet medium - and intermediote
-range bolistic missiles). One should not exclude, of course, 
the possibility that their motives also involve the hopes 
that, in the long run, the reduction of forces might bring 
about some advantageous political changes in the opposite 
camp. 
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Other European countries, as stated before; are 
mainly concerned with political and security implications of 
MBFR. Their hopes - although differing in degree - are that· 
the reduction of forces would be a factor of promoting posi
tive developments in Europe and, in particular, their own po
litical and military security interests. However, specific 
international positions and cor~esponding national interests 
of each of them make this picture much more complex. Their 
different attitudes towards MBFR do not simply reflect their 
different, aligned or nonaligned positions: the differences 
can also be realized between the members. of the same alliance, 
as well as (but to a lesser degree) betv{een the neutral and 
non-aligned countries. Some of the countries in which foreign 
troops are stationed, for instance, would like to be gradually 
freed of the foreign military presence on their territories. 
Some others are more or less suspicious that the reduction or 
withdrawall of the stationed troops within their respective 
alliance might either jeopardize their security interests or 
impose on them more military expenditures. The French opposi
tion to MBFR, determined by her particular foreign policy 
orientation, is quite specific as well. While seeing in I{BFR 
potential advantages for their national political and security 
interests, the non-aligned and neutral countries are, at the 
same time, rather anxious.about the way this problem is going 
to be handled, fearing that it might entail some unfavourable 
concequences. This concern, however, is shared by some other 
countries too. 

4. The issue of the contents of MBFR involves sever
al questions: What forces will be reduced - stationed or both 
stationed and indigenous? What kind of forces -. conventional, 
or both conventional and nuclear; only ground forces or also 
air ... and naval forces? Will military installations, air 
fields etc. also be embraced or not? What kind of collateral 
measures are to be taken (first of all control and verificn
tion)? What territories should be included? 

It is hard to make in this paper any specific sug
gestions or forecasts in this respe~t. Different views, how
.ever, have already been expressed,l) but neither of them can 

1 See, for instance: Robert E. Hunter, op.cit.; Michael 
Palmer and David Thomas, "Arms Control and the Mediter
ranean", The V/orld Today, November 1971, pp. 495-5o2; 

/continued/ 
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be given explicit priority. The whole issue is extremely 
complex and all the above-mentioned elements ere closely 
interrelated. Various combinations are possible but which 
one will eventually be chosen depends on many factors, first 
of all on the basic principle of bo.lancing the reductions.· 
This principle, indeed, will be the matter of political de
cision of the main actors in MBFR negotiations in the given 
circumstances. 

There are only some general observations that might 
be useful to ·be mo.de in this paper. First, it is already de 
facto settled that both stationed and indigenous forces 
should be reduced; it is still open, however, whether these 
reductions would be carried out simultaneously or succes
sively. It seems to be well justified to expect to see the 
reductions realized by the following order of priorities: 
(1) stationed forces, (2) indigenous forces of central
-European sto.tes; (3) forces of other members of the alli
ances; (4) forces of the countries outside the blocs. Over
lapping of some of these sequences (especially 1. o.nd 2.) 
is not only possible but probable. 

It is hard to imagine the reduction of forces 
without nuclear (tactical) weapons being included (into it). 
The question to be answered is in fact how the timing of the 
tvvo reductions would be eo-related. Moreover, this is one of 
the components of the balancing complex. 

As far as the air and naval forces o.re concerned, 
the former are quite likely to be included o.nd the latter 
are not, especially in the early stages of MBFR. Nonetheless, 
the view of M. Palmer nnd D. Thomas on this issue deserves 
our attention. Namely, they consider that some arms control 
measures in the Mediterranean (applied on the Soviet end 
American naval forces) are even easier to be implemented in 
comparison with the force reductions in Central Europe o.nd 
suggest a link to be established between these o.nd MBFR nego
tiations.1> 

--------------------
Hans-Georg 1'/ieck, "Poli tische und mili tttrische Probleme 
ausgewogener Truppenreduzierungen in Europe", Europa Archiv, 
No. 22, 1970, pp. 807-815; Timothy W. St::mley, "Mutual 
Force Reductions", Survival, No. 5, Vol. XII, Mc.y 1970, 
pp. 152-16o; "La r~duction.~quilibr~e des forces et l'am~
nngement de la s~curi te m Europe dans le contexte poli tique 
actuel", Politique Etrangere, (35'::mn~e), No.5, 1970, pp. 
499-516. 

1 Micho.el Palmer nnd Do.vid Thomas, op.cit. 
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Military installations, air fields and similar 
objects would probably be involved in one way or another, 
However, it does not seem that this issue has been much ex
plored so far, what might be an indication of its not being 
of primary concern in the early stages of MBFR. 

The issue of various collateral measures, verifica
tion and control in particular, seems to be overestimated in 
the discussions so far by being treated as a highly contro
versial problem, rather difficut to be solved. It is, in 
fact, a primarily political question, or in other words, it 
is the matter of confidence, expressed in the sense of either 
accepting international means of verification and control or 
not insisting upon them. Any stubborn attitude would mean the 
opposite. Once the substantial issues are settled, this 
question will not be the obstacle, 

With respect to the territories where the reduc
tions are supposed to take place, the most conflicting issue -
if raised - would be the one of including some European parts 
of the Soviet Union into this arrangement. But this does not 
seem to be negotiable, at least not in the near future, 

5. The question of approaching the negotiations of 
MBFR and the ways and means of carrying out the reductions 
has been very widely discussed in almost all writings on this 
subject. Many suggestions are being made and various models 
proposed. The central issue that dominates the discussion is 
the problem of balancing the reductions. It is, indeed, a 
very complex o.nd importand issue. However, one co.nnot help 
feeling that the military experts go a little bit too fo.r in 
stressing the complexity and inextrica.bility of the problem, 
whereas the politico.l scientists, perhaps, tend to underes
timate it. A correct view l'ies, obviously, between the two 
extremes. The problem is not simple at all and does require 
a great deal of exploration o.nd expertise. But, if the poli
tical will to achieve c.ll agreement is there the solution will 
be found. This has been exactly the co.se in the recent set
tlements of several Eo.st-West political issues which were not 
less complicated at all. 

Closely connected with this is the question of the 
W':ly of approaching the negotintions on MBFR. The most promis
ing and even probable appronch would be to start with genero.l' 
principles, without submitting clearcut proposals, and search 
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for the solutions of concrete issues in a r~ther pragmatic 
way. Robert Hunter pointed out quite rightly that "negotiat
ing IY1J3FR should be seen as less a matter of bargeining on 
the deteils of military forces then of searching for mutu~l
ly acceptable ere~s of agreement that will give ell nations 
concerned greeter confidence about the politicel understnnd
ings that are being sought ••••• yet the need to establish 
the right emphasis is important, If.this is not done at the 
start, there will be a host of perhaps insoluble issues, such 
as the fa.ct that the Soviet forces will only have to withdraw 
a. fev1 hundred miles as compared with the United States' 3000. 
But if the emphasis is placed on political problems nnd poli
tical understnndings, inste~d of on bargaining about details, 
issues like this one may not prove insuperable in the long 
run,nl) This sounds most rensonnble indeed, 

6, Last but not least is the question of the nego
tinting body of MJ3FR. It is, in fact, c.lready agreed upon 
between the Soviet Union ::md the United St:c.tes that MBFR will 
be negotiated in n narrower circle of countries directly in
volved in the reduction of forces, although n definite list 
of pnrticipnnts is not yet fixed. 

No one can deny the right to the countries whose 
military forces end territories are in question to negotiate 
between themselves the c.rrangements about concrete measures 
they o.re supposed to take. However it is also u::1ecceptable 
to deprive the other countries from their rights to take nn 
active part in securing their own interests. And it is more 
than clear that MBFR measures would elso have an effect on 
the security of these countries nnd of Europe as a whole, 
In addition, they also involve significant political implica
tions. 

On the other hand, if the MBFR negotiations are 
completely separated from those within the Conference on 
European security and cooperation, in thct case the main 
all-European undertaking will loose its real purpose and 
function, 

Therefore, there is a necessity to have n close 
link established between the two sets of negotiations -
Europenn security end cooperntion Conference and ri!BFR. The 

1 Robert Hunter, op.cit, 
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most adequate way to do it would be to give the Conference 
the rights (o.) to discuss ana adopt general principles ana 
guidelines for the reduction of forces in Europe; (b) to be 
continuously informed about the development of MBFR negotia
tions; ana (c) to verify the agreements reached on this plc.ne. 

If the declarations of intentions of the most influ
ential countries with respect to the Conference are genuine 
indeed, the link will be established, 

III. Other Arms Control Measures 

In addition to force reductions there are some other 
arms control measures that would be both possible ana sui ta-. 
ble to be implemented in Europe in the present circumstances. 
The role ana significance of these measures have already 
been discussed before, in the first part of the paper deal
ing with the general aspects of military security measures 
in Europe. It should be added here, however, that all these 
measures, including the reductions of forces, are mutually 
interrelated ana complementary in many respects, Those of 
them that are less complex ana, accordingly, easier to be 
implemented would represent the first steps towards farther
-reaching arrangements, Security effects of each of these 
measures are not to be neglected, but if combined together 
ana built into a coherent security system, their joint effect 
would be much greater; yet, their most important role lies 
in building confidence and promoting political relations. 

A few of these arms control measures seem to be 
~articularly suitable to the incipient stage of developing 
a new security system in Europe. They might be grouped into 
two categories: first, arms freezing, ana second, restric
"tions on demonstrations of mili to.ry power. 

1. Freezing the military forces in Europe would 
imply both stationed ana indigenous forces. In terms of pri'
orities this measure is supposed to be applied first to stc.
tioned forces, then to indigenous forces of the members of 
the alliances, ana finally to those of neutral and non-aligned 
countries. 

Stopping the escalation of the foreign military 
presence in Europe is, probably, the most important step 
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along this line of arms control, and its political effect 
might be even more important than the security ones. This 
measure should encompass all aspects of the escalation, both 
quantitative and qualitative: from the expansion of foreign 
military presence to new countries, through increasing its 
volume in the countries where it already exists, to shifting 
troops and bases to strategically sensitive areas in these 
countries and bringing in new weapons which upset the 
achieved balance. 

Moreover, it shouid be pointed out that arms freez
ing would be a highly conducive first step to MBFR. 

2. Europe has experienced enough of military power 
demonstrations. On this basis one might suggest, among others, 
the following restrictions on this kind of activities: (a) gen
eral commitment of all states not to resort to the demonstra
tions of military power; (b) restrictions on multinational 
manoeuvres in strategically and politically sensitive areas, 
particularly in relations to their magnitude and frequency; 
(c) obligation to announce and notify neighbouring countries 
about the manoeuvres, in due time, as well as to let repre
sentatives of these countries observe them; (d) preclusion 
of using international waters and space for any kind of mili
tary power demonstrations in the vicinity of territorial 
waters or the air space of the European states. 

By reducing end eventually eliminating these 
incident-prone and tension-increasing activities, the secu
rity and political interests of European states would cer
tainly be promoted; moreover, by the very fact of adopting 
adequate international restrictions a contribution would be 
made to further improving the atmosphere of good will and 
confidence. That is why the whole issue of arms control 
measures is worth being discussed at the Conference of 
European Security and Cooperation. 
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The governments .concerned with European security 
hold different views on the problems and prospects of M:BFR. 
This need not mean that some are right and some are wrong in 
their judgement. It means rather that every government pur
sues interests of its own and that these interests do not 
necessarily coincide with those of others: opponents, neigh
bours, even members of the same alliance. This paper will 
look at the differences which can be attributed to interna
tional status, and examine, in a schematic way, conceivable 
approaches to ImBFR for the superpowers, for European members 
of pacts and for the neutral and non-aligned countries in 
Europe. 

I. The Superpowers 

The United States and the Sovie·t Union are mili tarily 
the most powerful countries in the world. Europe is but one, 
albeit a very important, area of security concern for them. 
If one of them is markedly weaker than the other in that re
gion, this does not imply military inferiority - strengths in 
other regions will offset vulnerability here, 

Since force reductions irlEurope will not put their 
basic security in doubt, they can look at MBFR largely as a 
technocratic problem, divorced from political considerations. 
The aim of MBFR is simply to maintain the existing level of 
security while reducing the level of forces. Political am
bitions would even be counterproductive: they might unneces
sarily delay an agreement. Their unique military power puts 
the superpowers in the enviable position that they don't have 
to worry about the political situation when reducing the 
number of their forces. For them, the relations of their 
military forces in Europe can be looked at in separation from 
d{itente. 

What is more, the superpowers are the only powers who 
can convincingly claim that reducing forces is also reducing 
confrontation and tension. For the European region it is by 
no means certain that a decrease in confrontation is desirable 
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and that reducing forces is a contribution to detente - after 
all, the existing European security system has worked rel
atively well, and to dismantle the structures of confronta
tion in Europe before the political situation is ripe for it 
could lead, at least for Western Europe, to a loss, not a 
gain in security, The remark in Mr. Kostko's article "The <~< 

'Balance of Fear' or the Safeguarding of Genuine Security" 
that the preservation of the present security structure in 
Europe would mean "an increase in the present military con
frontation which would inevitably lead to a further increase 
in tension" does not, I believe, reflect the view most West 
Europeans would hold, But it is a point of view that makes 
sense for the superpowers. An increase of military strength 
by either side affects not only their relationship in Europe 
but their global relationship. The more interested the United 
States and the Soviet Union are to establish a working rela
tionship with each other, the more do they have to beware that 
their action wherever in the world does not lend itself to 
misinterpretations. Maintaining unnecessary confrontation 
with the other superpower, whether in Europe or elsewhere, 
would then indeed imply a setback for the working atmosphere 
be~1een them and could increase tension. The· global view that 
is natural for superpowers also means that neither can allow 
regional European considerations to determine its relation
ship with the other; Europe is just one of many factors, 
although its importance will be weighted differently in 
Moscow and in Washington. Nor can either superpower want to 
get ent:c.ngled in European mc.tters to such an extent thc.t it 
loses flexibility in other areas of superpower relc.tions. 

For MBFR, the consequences of this c.pproach are 
clear. The emphasis will be on reductions, not on collateral 
measures. ~IDFR is not regarded or desired to be an instrument 
of political change in Europe. Reductions should be negotiated 
preferably between the two superpowers, but if because of 
American concern for the reaction of the allies, a purely 
bilateral arrangement is not possible, then the group of 
countries participating in the negotiations should at least 
be small, and negotiations should be clearly separated from 
large multi-state conferences like the Conference on Security 
and Cooperation in Europe. The verification of agreements on 
MBFR is not a primary interest to the superpowers; they feel 
militarily sufficiently secure to trust that the other side 
will honour the agreements, they have the means for unilo.t-

~ reprinted in SURVIVAL, September/October 1972, pp. 236-238 
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er~l reconncissnnce and they underst~nd th~t neither side will 
w~nt to lose its flexibility through too restrictive verificc
tion procedures. The ~rec of reductions is not defined by ~ny 
political concept·but by pragmctic convenience. 

Wh~t would be the ide~l result of I~FR for the 
United Stctes ~nd the Soviet Union? Of course, the ide~l 
result is usuclly not the obtain~ble one. Even superpowers 
do not alwcys hc.ve their way, and the United States would 
certainly not want to alien~te its European allies over an 
issue which, after all, is not the most import~nt one for 
American foreign ~nd defence policy. Because of their mili
tary strength, the superpowers cnn also be relatively rel~x
ed about the ultimate result of !I'!BFR"'. The unknown does 
not scare them, they trust that it will be manageable. If 
both superpowers were entirely free from other considera
tions, their preferred I~FR result would be this: the reduc
tion of their forces in Central Europe to an extent which 
tckes into account their respective sensitivities and inter
ests, leaving a sufficient degree of flexibility for both of 
them to be able to act if vital interests in the region or 
outside it are at stake. 

II. West Europe~n Alliance Members"'"' 

The npproach to MBFR of the West Europenn members 
of the Atlantic Alli~nce is determined by two f~ctors: they 
live in Europe, nnd they feel militarily vulnerable without 
American support. 

Living in Europe me2ns that the countries and states 
in the area o.re directly .":\ffected in their security by arms 
control measures. They have to assess events and negotictions 
according to a Europenn, not a global view. The European 
situotion determines the definition of issues: whether reduc~ 
tions are symmetrical or asymmetrical depends not on the global 

* See the open-ended approach proposed by Timothy W. St~nley 
~nd Darnell m. Whitt: "DI§tente Diplomo.cy: United States 
and European Security in the 1970s", New York 1970, pp. 
63-66. 

$$ The following section deo.ls only with West European at
titudes. I find it difficult to judge to what extent these 
apply to, or are reflected in, the views held by the 
members of the Warso.w Pact. 
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~rsenal of milit~ry force but on the Europe~ military bal~ce; 
the requirement thet reductions should be "bo.lanced" cannot 
be satisfied by e globo.l comperison of forces in East and 
West but must ·be related to the Europeen theetre. 

Living in Europe means thet MBFR cennot be abstract
ed from the political process. For the past 25 years Europe~ 
security has been c conglomeret of both political and military 
factors and they cannot now be sepcrated only for convenience 
sake. Living in Europe also means a much greeter concern with 
developments in the Eestern hclf of the Continent than would 
seem normal for u superpower. The question, whether arms 
control arrangements might be useful to achieve desired poli
tical changes in Europe comes naturally to Europeans~, even 
if the answer is not that easy, end to separate MBFR from the 
political negotiating forum, the Security Conference, would 
seem artificiel. It is true that some West European coun
tries are in favour of separo.ting the two negotictions but 
this cpplies only to those who are either doubtful about the 
Conference or about MBFR. Those West European countries who 
ere in favour both of the Conference and of MBFR are quite 
neturnlly the strongest supporters of o. close link between 
both negoti~tions. 

The feeling of militcry vulnerability vis-t-vis the 
Soviet Union is no less important for defining the cpprocch 
of Europeen Allicnce members. If they felt militarily strong 
enough, they could more ecsily accept the superpower thesis 
thet MBFR.reduces confrontation nnd thereby contributes to 
d~tente; the division of negotietions between the Conference 
end MBFR would not pose a conceptual problem. Beceuse the 
West Europeen countries do feel vulnereble in the military 
field, the technocrati·c epprocch to MBFR - seme security, 
less effort - is not satisfactory to them. The structures of 
military confrontation hcve c reassuring affect and, far from 
increasing tension, they make it possible to the West Euro
peans to pursue a policy of d~tente in a mood of confidence 
and self-assurance - the only way in which d~·tente mckes 
sense. If ~~R is ·just about a reduction of forces to diminish 
confrontation, then it is either not necessary at all - Euro
peen cooperation has flourished over the pest yecrs without 
c reduction of forces in Ecst~rn Europe - or dangerous: the 

* see Modeles de S~curit~ Europ~enne, Politique Etro.ngcre, 
1971, pp. 526 - 35 
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process of force reductions might be pursued regardless of 
the political process between East and West as well as inside 
Western Europe. 

There is an additional reason for the European ap
proach to ~aBFR. Confrontation is not a purpose in itself, it 
is one way to try and establish in Europe a certain code of 
conduct between states, But the rule of behaviour that con
frontation and deterrence can produce is only: "don't attack 
me". For peaceful relations in Europe this alone is not 
enough; the attack must be prevented not by deterrence but by 
self.-interest, the rules of b~haviour must not be imposed -
who indeed could do it?- but followedout of a country's own 
accord. This is an aim which the Security Conference might 
achieve over time •. Arms control in Europe should underpin 
this process'· and not make it more difficult by a premature 
reduction of forces. 

The concern that MBFR might create a fait accompli 
before the political situation is ripe for reductions is a 
very real one in Western Europe. The timing of reductions 
becomes important, not every point in time is right, Ideally, 
West Europeans would want to wait with MBFR until West Euro
pean defence integration has made some progress, until.the 
trade negotiations with the United States have come to a 
satisfactory agreement, until NATO forces are structuraly 
more efficient, until Europeans have developed sufficient 
confidence in d~tente to risk a weakening of the existing 
security system by substantially reducing forces. 

The differences of view among West European govern
ments on MBFR are not due to differences about the politiccl 
no.ture of o.rms control· arrangements in Europe. They are the 
result of differing assessments on whether the political 
implications are desirable or not. If the French government 
is opposed to MBFR it is because.it fears that agreed troop 
reductions would have a politically destabilizing effect. If 
the British government is reluctant about MBFR it is because 
analysts see military diso.dvantages in MBFR which are not of
fset by political advantages. If the West German government 
favours MBFR it is because political lenders regard it as a 
necessary complement to the political process of d~tente, 
Unlike the zy{o superpowers, the European governments have to 
see MBFR in close relation to the political process. This 
will mean in practice that, for the West Europeans, the poli
tical aspects come first, and tl1at progress in arms control 
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is made dependant on the political desirability in European, 
not ih superpower terms, This will also apply to the defini
tion of the area of reduction ~d arms control. 

The inseperable tie between l'IIBFR and the political 
process in Europe is the main feature in the MBFR approach 
of West European members of the Alliance~ It has a number of 
practical consequences. Negotiations on ImBFR should take 
place in a special committee of the Security Conference as 
suggested by the Warsaw Pact countries in June 1970 in 
Budapest, All member states of the two military pacts in 
Europe should take part in negotiations even if this should 
result in further slowing down progress in the talks; the 
principle of Alliance that security is indivisible must 
apply no less when force reductions are being considered, 
The primary aim of ~ffiFR negotiations are not reductions but 
a multilateral framework in which both sides can seriously 
discuss military security matters; reductions may result from 
it, but need not - they are rather n by-product of 1\IBFR. West 
Europeans will favour some verification and inspection proce
dures to accompany arms control in order to test the sincerity 
of participants in implementing the agreement; but they will 
be careful not to create highly structured ~d supervised 
arms control zones in Central Europe for fear that these might 
become, over time, political zones and weaken cohesion within 
Western Europe. Contrary to the superpowers, the West European 
Alliance members are reluctant to let the process of rmBFR 
define the final result; they would like to know not only 
where to start but also where to arrive. As long as they 
don't their attitude will be one of pragmatic caution. 

For the West European Alliance members the ideal 
outcome of MBFR would be: if MBFR is separated from the 
Security Conference, an agreement on equal force ceilings in 
East and West Europe so that the arms control agreement does 
not prejudice the political process in Europe; if MBFR is 
firmly linked to the Security Conference, however, they could 
be much more flexible and let the pace of East-West relations 
and of West European integration define the scope for arms 
control. 
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III. Non-aligned and neutra:l countries 

For the purpose of this paper, a negative definition 
of non-alignment and neutrality can be sufficient: it in
cludes all states which are not members of either military 
pact in Europe. 

At the peak of the Cold War, and of military con
frontation in Europe these states could define their policy 
by not taking part in the confrontation. Now that the mili
tary pacts themselves have embarked on detente, and confron
tation has become muted, the difference between pact members 
and non-aligned states has become less obvious. The non
-aligned and neutral countries are, therefore, likely to make 
special efforts to prevent this distinction from becoming 
blurred any further. In many respects their analysis of MBFR 
would coincide with the views held by the European pact 
members, especially on the primacy of the political process. 
They, too, will prefer to see MBFR negotiations linked firmly 
to the Security Conference. 

In order to maintain the distinction between pact 
members and others, the non-aligned and neutral states are 
unlikely to seek a place at the negotiating table. Nor will 
they want to have their territory and their forces included 
in the arms control area. If the non-aligned states were 
included, they could easily become part of a formal East-West 
military balance, just what they have always wanted to avoid. 
This does not mean that, while in the rest of Europe forces 
are reduced, the non-pact members must remain armed to their 
teeth. Their reductions, however, depend not only on the 
behaviour of one side, but of both sides. Non-pact countries 
who want to retain their non-aligned character should only 
reduce their forces after NATO and Warsaw Pact have done so~. 
(Even then can they not reduce their forces to the same 
extent as their neighbours since they must maintain enough 
military force to make their claim of neutrality and non
-alignment credible.) This is a real dilemma. The military 
balance between NATO and Warsaw Pact is just as decisive for 
the security of pact members as of non-pact members. Yet the 
latter have to refrain from becoming full particip.-c.nts in 

~ see A. Ernst: "Die Schweiz und die europt!ische Sicherheit" 
Allgemeine Schweizer Militt!rzeitschrift, Mai 1972, s. 235 
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the negotiations. They might consider applying for observer 
status but it is difficult to see how this could give them 
any real influence in the negotiations. 

Because they cannot sit at the MBFR table nor par
ticipate with their forces and territory in an agreement, 
the non-pact countries have an even stronger interest than 
the other European states in linking MBFR firmly to the 
Conference. The closer the link, the more they can hope to 
be kept informed about the progress of negotiations. The 
closer the link, the more can they also hope to exert some 
indirect influence on the MBFR negotiations through general 
principles for arms control which could be worked out at the 
Conference with the participation of all states and applied 
to 1'!BFR. 

For non-pact countries an arms control area which 
covered the total territory of the two military pacts in 
Europe would be preferable to regional arms control, say, in 
Central Europe, in Northern Europe, or in the Balkans. For 
one, arms control in one region could set forces free to move 
to another region and, while decreasing military confronta
tion there, could increase it here. Secondly, a comprehensive 
arms control agreement would make it possible for the non-pact 
states to reduce the burden of defence, too. They would no 
longer have to hope for indirect benefits from arms control, 
e.g. that MBFR in Central Europe might create an atmosphere 
which is also condusive to d~tente elsewhere; they could 
benefit directly if all of the pact territory in Europe is 
included since this could improve relations with immediate 
neighbours and with the pacts themselves. 

The non-pact countries are likely to attach greater 
importance to the verification·of arms control agreements 
than either the superpowers or the West European governments, 
If multilateral verification should be agreed upon, the 
neutral and non-aligned countries would seem the natural can
didates for supervising an MBFR agreement, and verification 
would bring them into the process of European arms control 
without prejudice to their neutral or non-aligned states. But 
also for security reasons would they be in favour of adequate -
end perhaps more than adequate - verification of II'IBFR; they 
must be even more concerned than the West European pact 
members, who after all have the military power of an alliance 
behind them, to learn as early as possible of any imminent 
dangers to their security. 
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The ideal result of MBFR for the non-pact countries 
of Europe would be this: the agreement should include all 
NATO and Warsaw Pact territory in Europe, although reductions 
might be limited to a smaller nrea. If such a comprehensive 
arrangement could not be reached, the non-pact countries 
would want to work out the principles of arms control in the 
Security Conference and leave the regional implementation to 
MBFR. 

The views attributed above to the different catego
ries of states involved in European arms control are unlikely 
to be made in practice in these terms. Governments, partic
ularly of the small and medium sized countries of Europe, 
will seek and find a compromise and, since they cannot get 
the ideal result, will accept less ideal results in MBFR. 
Compromises will be relatively easy between the West European 
and the non-aligned position, much more difficult with the 
superpower approach, Both the United States and the Soviet 
Union will be tempted to overrule European objections, and 
they will probably succeed in getting their allies' support 
for their policy. This may, however, be short-sighted: unless 
Europeans themselves believe that MBFR can contribute to 
their security, superpower claims that it does will not to 
convince them. 
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some Historical Remarks 
-----~-----------------

Post-war proposals in the field of arms control, and 
limitation and reduction of armaments which werQ planned to 
be applied in Europe could be divided, in general, into two 
categori.es. 

1· Firsts were the proposals from the category of 
"clc.ssical" arms control measures. They concerned mainly 
air inspectioh and control posts schemes. In the course of 
disarmament negotiations, they were often discussed in global 
terms, thcugh .their practical applicati1>n concerned first of 
all the area of Europe. 

Apart other questions, the possibility of reaching an 
agreement on these issues was first of all limited by the 
difference of viewpoints as to the l:!:!!~lH:!!9:~!:~ value of these 
measures for increasing confidence and security in the 
prevail···ing at that time conditions. The Soviet Union, whi~e 
repeatedly accepting or submitting proposals concerning such 
measuresx/, believed that their effectiveness as well as 
possibility of their implementation in general depended on 
the fact whether they were to be .complemented with steps 
aimed at diminishing or limiting military confrontation, 

---------
x/See: Russet and C~oper:.Arms Control in Europe, Denver 1967 1 

P•54 "The concept of reciprocal aerial photography, original
ly put forth by President Eisenhower in his "open skies" 
pl~~ of 1955 and ridiculed by the Russians then, has appeared 
subsequently ·in Eastern proposals more frequently than in 
Vrestern ones". They admit also that despite the well-known 
Western emphasis on inspection the language of the Eastern 
proposals on control, including control posts, se·ems 
frequently to be more precise. /Ibidem/. 
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especially in the area of Central Europe. Thus, realization 
of the discussed measures was conditioned by a parallel or 
next agreement on implementation of definite steps in the 
field of·limitation and reduction of armaments and forces 
in the area of Europe. Measures to limit the danger of an 
unexpected attack as well as steps of arms limitation·or 
reduction in the.European area were thus treated as "two 
mutually complementing elements of a uniform process of 
weakening of tensions in the dangerous zones in which. 
forces of antagonistic groupillg:J opposite each other". 
/Soviet memorand'tlm of January 28, 1964/• Desire to separate 
the mentioned arms control measures from disarmament steps 
- what was a characteristic element of Western attitude -
was, on the other hand, treated not as real striving to 
imp~:Jve the existing situation but as an attempt to obtain 
definite intelligence data. 

t ._' 

2. Attempts to realize in Europe the .second .category • 
of measures were also abortive. Unlike the•previous ones, 
the realization of which would not need necessarily mean 
changes or limitations in arms policy in that area, the 
common feature of the second group of measures was the desire 
to increase the feeling of security in Europe through intro
ducing certain changes in the existing military situation 
or through imposing certain limitations on the future arms 
policy pursued in that area. 

While not attempting to discuss more extensively the 
wide spectrum of proposals in that category but only pointing 
out their most significant elemgnts; we can say that they 
aimed at least at one of the following directions: 

- creation of 2~-!~t~ nuclear-free zones through 
a' ban on atomization of respective regions of Europe where 
nuclear weapons had not yet been introduced; 

- creation of denu.clearized zones, i.e. withdrawal 
of nuclear weapons from respective regions, where nuclear 
weapons had already been introduced and banning possible 
reatornization of these regions: 
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.• ·creation of zones of "frozen" nuclear armaments, 
i.e. introduction of a ban bn increasing the existing level 
of ~uclear weapons in the respective region; 

- withdrawal of foreign traps from the tbitories of 
Oentral European States /mainly from both German States/ or 
reduction in the number of·these tropps; 

- limitation of national armaments of Central European 

States. 

So~e of the measures mentioned here were connected 
vri th the "disengagement" concept which was w:i.dely discussed 
in regard to the area of Central Europe, especially in the 
mid-fifties. It should be also mentioned that the "disenga• 
gement" concept as well as respective proposals connected 
with it were at the beginning considered ma:'nly as a part 

·of the settlement of' "the German problem" and the liquidation 
of military occupation;· to certain extent they were more 
a fUnction of proposed political solutions than measures aimed 
at disarmament. 

However proposals in this field put ·forward since 1956 
by the Socialist states have lost their immediate connection 
with the settlement of "the German problem". It resulted from 
tl1e changed political and military situation in that region. 
In 1954 the Federal Republic of_Ger~any became a member of 
the NATO and the Western European Union. On the other hand, 
due to those changes in 1955 the Warsaw Treaty was signed 
and the German Democratic Republic became a party to that 
Treaty. Thus, "the German problem" in a sense ceased to exist 
independently and was integrated with the general problem of 
political and military relations of two military groupingsr 
the NATO and the Warsaw Treaty. Regional measures in the field 
o.f arms limitation and reduction in Central Europe ce~sed also 
to be a fUnction of the proposed settlements of the German 
problem, and their aim was first of all to weaken and elimina
te the dangers resulting directly from the fact of military 
confrontation of two military groupings. 
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This evolution in thinking is also. evidenced by the 
that the proposed steps cease to .refer only to the 
of both German States but are conceived for a broader 
covering neighbouring states as well. 

However, in the official attitude of Western states 
steps from the field mentioned above remained still connected 
with the proposals of a definite settlement of "the German 
problem", being in conformity with their demands. As a result 
of such attitude the proposals concerning the discussed group 
of means, put forward 2!£!£!~11l since 1956 /which could be 
treated as proposals aimed.at lessening military tensions 
in Europe and limiting armaments and not as an element of 
a regulation of "the German problem"/ were submitted almost 
exclusively by the Socialist States. These proposals met 
1vi tb a number of vetos from Western States. Arguments advanced 
against them were based both on certain political and military 
considerations. 

r -
The first resulted from the Western attitude mentioned 

above; they related to "the German problem" and were 
connected mainly with the policies of the FRG Governments. 
They resolved themselves, first of all, to the statement 
that proposals for the limitation of armaments in Europe can 
be implemented on the condition of prior or simultaneous 
definite settlement of "the German problem"; otherwise they 
would lead to preservation of the status quo in Europe and 
Western recognition of the GDRXI. 

On the other hand, the second kind of arguments, based 
on military considerations, were included both in the attitude 
of the FRG government as well as in that of other NATO member 
states. They were confined first of all to a general statement 

----------------
x/~Under Chancellor Adenauer, the CDU Government vigorously 

ue~o~nce~ any proposal /or even incipient proposal/, whether 
?r~g~~at~ng from East or West, that. neglected to specify 
~mme/d~ate German reunification" /Russet and Cooper, op.cit., 
P• 9 • 

• I> 
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on the possibility of infringing, in one or another way, 
the existing military balance in Europe as a result of 
any of those means being implemented. Supporting that 
opinion objections were raised that implementation of 
the discussed steps could lead to the creation of an 
unfavourable situation for the NATO, or that they could 
contribute to the originating of an objectively dangerous 
situation in a respect·i ve region of the continent by forming 
a kind of miS:it ary vacuum, which in turn would be encourag
ing for a potential aggressor. 

The mentioned reproaches were directed against all 
proposals in .that field! both against those which -_while 
aiming at taking into account the suggestions and demands 
put forward in the West - strived to include in one proposals 
a number of elements and planned their realization in stagesx/, 
as well a.s against those which provided for an undertaking . 
of the most limited steps from the discussed oategory and 
by no means disturbin;g the currently· exist"ing military 
systems i~ Europe.xx; 

The Western attitude presented above not only made it 
impossible to realize in Europe the ·mentioned measures but 
also did not even allow to undertake proper negotiations 
on the problem of European disarmament.• 

-----------
x/E.g. Polish comprehensive proposal o! I~ch 1962. It 

provided for a freeze of nuclear weapons in Central 
Europe, to be followed by their elimination accompanied 
by an agreed reduction of armed forces·and conventional 
weapons both of states within the zone as of foreign 
forces on their territories. It was suggested also that 
the control system to supervise the implementation of the 
proposed measures could perform the role of a system of 
control posts to prevent a sudden attack, which was the 
matter of special interest for the West. 

xx/E.~. Po~ish proposal 
in Central Europe. on the "freeze" of nuclear weapons 
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II 

Arms control and disarmament in Europe - the current discussion 

------------------------------------------------~--------------

Taking into account the iiscussion on arms control 
and disarmament in Europe conducted up to now, the NATO 

·proposals on mutual and balanced force reductions /MBFR/ 
in Europe /not connected with definite political conditions/ 
constituted undoubtedly a new pos~tive phenomenon in their 
approach to the question of European disarmament. It can, 
finally, create conditions - combined with still expressed 
interest of Socialist states in that problem - for undertaking 
negotiations on that so important problem. 

After noting that chance, it should be stre~sed however 
that there exist also some doubts which e!Jlerge from a closer 

- .,... . . . ·tr ' 
analysis of the.NATO states' attitude on MBFR. These doubts 
refer both to the content of that proposal, as well as to 
the motives behind it and aims it oould serve. 

1 • 1?2~H&.!!:§_;!:,2_~L£.QQ].§!!] follow both from a conside
rable vagueness·. of the proposal contained in official documents . 
as well as from the discussion.being currently conducted on 
it in Western states. • 

The·MBFR proposal - based on the official NATO docu~ 
menta - despite the faet that it has been put forward for 
more than four years - has remained rather a g~neral concept 
than a concrete programme for disarmament. It lacks a strict 
definition of its territorial scope /the most commonly met 
formulation is that reduction shou1.d have place: "particular
ly in the Central part of Europe" - Reykjavik; "in Europe, 
with special reference to the Central Region"- Rome; or 
"in the Central Region of Europe" - Brussels 1970; in a con
siderable number of documents there is only a generai state~ 
ment about "Europe"/. Similar difficulties are met with while 
attempting to define its subject scope. Most commonly the term 
"force reductions" is being used. Sometimes the term "signifi-

• 
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cant reductions" is being introduced /Brussels - 1969/. 
More precisely the scope of reductions is defined by the 
Rome Declaration which says that "Reductions should include 
stationed /why not "foreign" - AT/ and indigenous forces 
and their weapons systems in the area concerned". At the 
same time in the documents of the NATO states there•are 
remarks on "measures which could accompany or follow 
agreement on mutual and balanced force reductions. SUch 
measures "could include ·advance notification of military 
movements and manaeuvres and possibly the establishnent 
of observation posts" /Brussels - 1969/. It seems that in 
similar direction goes the suggestion included in President 
Nixon's Report on foreign policy /February 1972/ on the 
possibility of a "more comprehensive agreement". Besides the 
problem of the very reductions, provisions concerning 
adequate control and .effective limitation of troop movements 
would constitute important elements of such an agreement. 

Officially put forward l'IJBFR proposals are at the same 
time accompanied by a number of voices pointing to signifi
cant military and politi$al risks and problems which could 
face the Alliance in e.ase the MBFR take effect. Conclusions 
resulting from these considerations, underlining NATO's 
risks and difficulties connected.with foroe reductions, 
fall mainly into three directions: 

• 
First, they resolve themselves to questioning the 

purposefulness and the reason of putting forward and 
mainstaining the MBFR concept by the NATO; 

Second, stressing - as the only possible ~eductions -
the reductions based on the principles of asymmetry as well 
as pointing out the necessity to undertake parallel and 
resolute steps ·by Western allies to "strengthen the defense" 
of the \"/est and gradually integrate Western Europe in the 
military field ; 

Third - what now seems to become more and more 
commonly shared opinion - it is believed that the problem 
of force reductions in Europe should be connected with a num
ber of other moves or be included into a framework of a broader 
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design in which force reductions would be one - of its elements 
th;,ugh not the most important one. 

If we assume that the last opinion corresponds as well 
with the official attitude of the NATO, we can state that 
the MBFR concept underwent a significant evolution. In ~ts 
initial phase - and that unequivocally suggests the term 
chosen to define it: Mutual and Balanced.Force B~Q~£~!2~§
the concept concentrated on force reductions. Characteristic 
feature of its further evolution is a decrease of interest 
in ~eductions /especially reductions in national forces/. 
Though the perspectives of a probable reduction of American 
troops in Enrope makes it imperative to still include in 
that concept the element of reduction, it has·been complemen
ted, however, by a number of other postulates. ·m a result, 

w'e can assume that the interest of the NATO States more 
and more tends towards the complementing the probably nece
ssary reductions of foreign troops by a number of measures. 

, r ~ . 
of the "-,xms· control'" character, designed above -all to limit 
the possibilities of troop dislocations of the· Warsaw Treaty. 
It seems that these measures are treated as a kind .. of altar
native ilo the ?oncept of asymmetrical-reductions /which also 
in the West are now being more frequently considered as having 
little practical valuejand like them they are supposed to be 
used as a means to achieve certain mi~itary and political 
advantages. 

2. Doubts as to the motives. --------------------
Evolution in the attitude of the FRG and the NATO in 

the "German problem" has undoubtedly made it more easy to 
adopt by the NATO States a new viewp.oint towards the disarma
ment problem in Europe as well. It ·does not explain, however, 
the reasons of this change. 

It can be presumed that a number of various factors 
contributed to the MBFR proposal.being put forward by the 
NATO. While not going into details of a whole.range of 
different motives and reasons, it is worthwhile to stress at 
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least two general categories of them: 

/i/ To the first category one can include probable 
actual interest in undertaking mutual redUction measures. 
This was combined first of all with an immediate aim to 
avoid possibilities of unilateral force reductions - espa
cially of American troops in Europe /such a possibility 
appeared mainly as a result of internal pressures in the 
US Congress/. On the other hand, interest in. possible mutual 
reductions, in longer perspective, can also follow from 
a general trend towardB ·,tructual reorganization' of Western 
armies /towards leas numerous but better trained and equipped 
armie·s i mainly cf professionai character/ and from the desire 
of the USA t6 limit their "military presence" in varieus 
.Parts of the world and to replace it with a higher "strategic 
mobility" of the US and NATO forces. 

/ii/ Th.e second main category of motives ·behind the .· . 
MBFR proposal se.emed to have a more "tactical" character, 
and not being so. much a reflection of a true interest in 
:the problem of reductions. The MBFR proposal was conceived 
also as a oeans to solve some of the current NATO problems 
/first of all - the lack of a "positive" European programme/ 
and was based on the assumption of a negative attitude of 
the Socialist states whose main effortsa~hat time were 
directed in other .direction: the European Security Conference 
and political steps leading to a system ·Of seourity in Europe. 
In such an apprehension the fiiBFR proposal appeared as a funda
mental element of the NATO"s "positive" programme as far as 
the question of East-West relations in concerned, programme 
competing with the peacefUl proposals of the Sociali.st states 
and above all with the ide.a of the European Security Confe
rence. It was also supposed to serve the additional purposes 
of the co-ordination of the "Ostpolitik" pursued by respective 
members of the Alliance and certain "steering" of their attitu
des on the ESC. 

It seems that in favour of attributing to that kind of 
"tactical" motives a significant role in formulating the MBFR 
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proposal stand ~·:re11 the further developments, and· first 
of all: 

- The MBFR proposal put forward in 1968 remained still 
a very general one and'did not live to see a more significant 
official concretization. The lack of such concretization 
seems 'to confirm that it was neither thoroughly worked nut 
at the moment of its proclamation nor were the NATO States 
able in subsequent years to achieve unanimity as to its basic 
elements. This could corroborate the fact that "signal from 
Reykjavik" and also further statements on the subject followed. 
rather froin definite political r-onsiderations and were not 
thought as· a po_ssible basis for working negotiations • . . 

- Rejection by the US Senate the Mansfield's moves 
·/Mai and November 1971/ as well as promises of the US Presi
dent to maintain the present level of P~erican forces in Euro
pe deprived the MBFR proposal of its element of urgency and . \ . . . 

diminished tne degree of a probable actual intere~t in its 
implementation. At the same time, studies of political and 
mili tar·y character showed both the complexity ·of the reductions 
problem and their real or alleged risks for the NATO States. 
It weakene·d - as well as the positive. l!action of Socialist. 
States - 'the initial attractiveness of that proposal for the 
NATO /at least in the form suggested at the beginning, namely 
reductions/. It could also explain the mentioned before evo
;tution-of Western attitudes towards the problem which 
expressed itself, as it seems, in a considerable weakening _ . . 
of interest in reductions /especially when the unreality of 
asymmetrical reductions is recognized/ and.directing these 
interests towards arms control measures 
ing" of the Warsaw Treaty troops. 

aimed at maximum "bin<k 

• 
Reasons of certain putting aside of the problem of 

actual reductions of forces and disarmament can be also 
looked for in the still unfinished process of reorganization 
and modernization of the NATO armies /first of all - as it 
is well defined by P. Joenniemi - towards more capital--

-intensive and less manpower intensive military systems/, 

'-.~ 
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as well as in t;1e lack of clear picture of the perspectives 
of military integration of Western Europe. 
With such an a~sumption - the stage of introductory 
agreements within the framework of the MBFR, limited to 
the arms ·control measures, could be used to make further 
progress in·the domains mentioned above. Possible measures 
in the field of actual reductions would be postponed till the 
future and would be determined by the results of the menti~-. . 
ned process of army reorgani"zation and progress towards the 
military integration of Western Europe. 

At the end of remar'~ concerning reasons which seemed 
to motivate. the MBFR proposal it is impossible to forget 
about the role it has played for the NATO States up to now. 
Though it can seem paradoxical the proposal of force 
"reductions" has in fact. become a stimulus for accelerated 
armament efforts of the European NATO "".r>~.bers. The MBFR 
proposal combined the widely spread propag_anda compaign 
in NATO oount"ries. on the dangers of any reductions. for the 
West at the present moment brought about, in fact, a number 
of decisions and undertakings p,j.med at the improvement of 
efficiency of the NATO military potential in Europe, and 
primarily a number of decisions on considerably increased 
contributions of the NATO European members /eg. additional 
pledges within the framework of the European Defense Impro
vement Programme: 1970- 1 billion$~ .1971 - 1 billion$, 
1972 - 1,5 billion $/. And what is more important, a conside
rable increase of the NATO European forces seems to be 
treated as a condition to undertake the MBFR negotiations. 
According to Wtr. Laird 1 s statement "chances for success in 
/SALT and MBFR/ negotiations would be minimized unless there 
is an adequate buildup of conventional forces by European 
members of NATO/ IHT~ Oct. 28-29, 1972/. To say nothing of 
the undefinite term "adequate" it is impossible not to note 
the logic of that approach to the self-submitted proposal. 
Tersly and concisely this logic is rendered by R.E. Hunter 
who writes that "the paradox o:y/seeking force reductions 
through increases is obvious" /International Concilliation, 
No. 587, p.43/. 
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3. The doubts mentioned above concerning both. the 
content and the m0tives and aims of the Western MBFR pro-

-posals do not mean, of courser rejection of the need or lack 
of the possibility to discuss the problem of arms control 
and disarmament in Europe. Readiness to discussion over this 
question was clearly restated in a number of documents and 
official pronouncements of statesmen from Socialist states. 
It.goes without saying, however, that these doubt~:~ as well 
as~xperience of previous discussions must ~reate certain 
scepticism as to the degree of real interest and the direction 
of that interest among the NATO States in the problem of 
disarmament in Europe. And it is from these doubts as well 
that certain scepticism can result both as to the possibili
ties of reaching solutions acceptable to both_ sides and 
to the aims for which negotiations can be made use of.by -';he 
other party. 

4. From among many problems connected with potential 
~ :. ' o..; . . i. 

future negotiations on arms limitation and control in Europe 
let us consider ~he question of-mutual interrelation-ship 
between the being prepared European Conference on Security and 
Co-operation and the European disarmament negotiations. 

During the recent period the problems of milnary con
frontation ru1d arms race in Europe have considerably lost their 
prominence. The new political atmosphere has to som~ extent 
pushed these·difficult and complicated problems into the back 
ground. This· fact has undoubtedly made it possible to concen
trate efforts on liquidating a number of sources of political 
tension in Europe and to achieve signifi~ant results in that 
field. ~1e of these .results in a reiatively close perspective· 
of the Europer~ Conference on Security and Co-operation. 

In these circumstances achievement of solutions in the 
field of arms control 1 and limitation and reduction of forces 
in Europe -_independently of liquidatinn or lessening of 
certain dru1gers connected with the present state of armaments 
on our continent - would be of great significance making 
the process of political detente ,,moi.ce crtdible" and giving it 
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a fUrther momentum. 

At the same time, however, one should be aware of the 
fact that there exist certain dangers in udertaking simulta
neous efforts in these two .fields. 

Beginning of talks on the question of arms oontrol and 
disarmament would mean an introduction to the European 
discussion a one of the most difficult elements. This is 
a commonly shared opinion that the MBFR problem can, in fact, 
be the problem more. complicated than the SALT and negotiations 
on the problem of reductions could be both long and difficult • • 
More significant, however, is the fact that negotiations on 
the MEFR "would increase the attention paid throughout the 
continent to questions of forces and strategies at time when 
progress in detente has been making those seem less important 
and when attention has been turning optimistically towarc r 

political and economic matters" /Hunter, P•43/. 

In fact, this statement proves to be right even before 
undertaking of actual negotiation over the MBFR problem. 
As.it has been already mentioned, the mere fact of putting 
forward by the NATO of the reductions proposal caused 
a considerable enlivening of discussion and military pressures 
in the West as well as a significant increase of military bud
get spendings of the NATO European members. And the desire 
for "adequate" growth of their ferces -not connected with 
an:y increase of the feeling of "threat" whatsoever - is diffi
cult.not to treat otherwise than as a striving to attain 

"a position of strengtl\' 11 in the possible fUture negotiations. 
Consequences of such an approach to the possible fUture 
disarmament negotiations for the process of detente in Europe 
could only be highly negative if not destructive. 

On the other.hand, we may also have to do with a purpose
fUl use of the MBFR postulate in order to achieve definite 
political or military aims. In the situation when the idea 
of the European Security Conference has been almost commonly 
accepted, the role of the MBFR proposal as a competitive one 
has lost its importance. Nevertheless, it can retain the role 
of a factor which can be used to impede the progress on the 
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'·:r-oad to the ESC. Possibility of establishing iunctim 

between acceptan~e of the proposal of definite military 
solutions within the framework of the general MBFR concept 
and agreement to the conference seems to beat show the 
essence of that danger. The result of such iunctim of the 
two questions is easy to predict: it will make it impossible 

• to make progress both on the road to political detente 
and on the road to realization of .disarmament measures in 

Europe.· In a sense it would be a repetition of experiences, 
-mentioned at the beginning of the paper, from previous 
discussions on the problem of European disarmament. 
The policy of m~king disarmament disnussions dependent 
on reali-zation· of definite Western postulates concerning 
the German problem did not produce any success for the 
latter; it only made it impossible to achieve any agreement 
on arms limitation in Europe. 

Neve~theless, it would be difficult. to exclude the 
need or possibility to undertake discussions on disarmament 
problems parallel to the ESC or even before the Conference. 
/Some authors, while expressing similar concerns, are of the 
opinion that it is even too late not to start negotiations 
on arms reductions and limitat~ons in Europe/. Nevertheless, 

.. the undertaking of these negotiations should be accompanied 
by clear understanding of the aforementioned dangers and 

a strong wi-llingness of their participants to contribute 
to deepening of the process of political detente /which 
in turn can make further negotiations more easy/ as well 
as abandonment of any other aims which can be sttrved both by 
these negotiations and by proposals submitted during the 
talks. When this kind of approach is taken, the negotiations 
started eventually should concentrate on undertakings 
comparatively eas:,r to agree upon and aceeptable to both 
sides, or on an acceptance by all sides of a firm commitment 
to proceed in the direction of reduction and limitation of 
armam~nts after the Conference /for example in the organ 
which could be established possibly by that conference/. 
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5. To conclude these observation it seems worthwhile 
to emphasize the possible significance of the Conference 
and its results for the perspectives of arms control, 

o:t; .BJ::..IDBJI!ents/ 
limitation and reduction p.n · .t;'Urope. Especial".i.y 

1 
when the 

results of that Conference would contribute to the increase 
in the degree of international confidence and would intro-
duce new /even formal/ security guarantees. It can be stated, 
that irrespective of other problems, as long as the maintenance 
of international peace and security in an .. area so politically, 
militarily and economically important as Europe is approached 
~21~1~ in terms of preserving the military balance, and there 
do not exist any other security guarantees /or at least 
a much higher degree of mutual trust/, any attempt to 
introduce measures affecting factors adding up to the existing 
balance /by means of their control limitation or reduction/ 
have to face serious difficulties. This must be re&bgnized 

· not only as the general problem· of almost all disarmament 
negotiations /what should come first - strengthening 
international security or disarmament measuresi. Though 
abstract and academic consideration of that problem is 
certainly sterile, the link in theory and practice of these 
questions can not be ignored and any practical attempt to 
sol·-re the disarmement problem should take into account 
this interdependence. It seems as well that we should take 
it especially into acco~nt in European conditions. 
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